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THE NOBLE & WOOD CYCLE BEATER
ITS PURPOSE AND CHARACTERISTICS
This Beater has been developed to meet the following requirements:
1st - A Beater for pulp testing purposes with a large roll, and tackle sufficiently near to commercial size, so that a reproducible cycle can be run in a short
time on high density pulp, the type of treatment given to the stock will be comparable to that of commercial equipment, and the power that will be required by the
pulp to obtain desired paper characteristics may be predicted.
2nd - A testing Beater wherein the clearance between roll and plate bars
in relationship to the roll load and power may be studied as a variable on different
types of pulps.
3rd - A testing Beater which will properly circulate a wide range of consistencies and with adequate control of the tackle relationship so that, by experiment,
a cycle can be determined upon, which will administer the same type and quality of
treatment as is found to exist in any given mill system.
4th - A general purpose experimental Beater in which raw materials of all
kinds may be broken, beaten, and chemically treated.
It is a matter of common knowledge that experimental Beaters heretofore used, of
less than 25 pound size, give a decidedly different type of treatment from that given
in commercial equipment. It is also well known that different types of commercial
equipment give different types of treatment, especially with widely varying operating conditions.
The principal use of a pulp testing Beater is to try out a small batch of pulp which
is proposed to be used commercially and, by means of a suitable standardized sheet
making device, to determine in advance what properties may be expected to appear
in the sheet due to the use of the proposed pulp. Obviously such a procedure is of
little or no advantage unless the type of treatment given the fibre in the testing Beater is similar to that given in the commercial size equipment of the particular paper
machine on which the pulp is to be used.
A pulp testing Beater, to be of general use, must, therefore, be able to run off a reproducible cycle of any quality of treatment desired, from extremely sharp cutting
action to almost pure wetting action. In the following discussion, the term “low
quality” and “high quality” will be used to designate the extreme of cutting and
wetting predominance in fibre treatment.
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The Experimental Beater, no matter how small the roll or how sharp the tackle, can
be made to produce either a high or low quality of treatment by proper adjustment
of the roll-plate relationship. However, the low quality of treatment is most easily
obtained and the ordinary small Experimental Beater requires many hours to run
off a cycle of high quality treatment. Furthermore, with light parts the vibration
induced by bar contact becomes so large a factor in determining the quality of treatment that a high quality becomes impossible except with both roll and plate rigidly
fixed at a definite clearance. Rigid holding of roll and bedplate at fixed clearances has been investigated in many tests incident to the development of the CYCLE
BEATER. Reproducible cycles can be run on a particular pulp but it was found
that this method was entirely unsatisfactory in comparing different pulps due to the
widely differing characteristics of various fibre in their clearance requirements for
proper engagement.
Apparently the only satisfactory way to obtain a reproducible cycle is with actual
load regulation between roll and plate. If high quality treatment is to be obtained, it
is necessary that the plate be solidly set and the roll adjustable. Otherwise, vibration
of the plate will impair both quality and reproducibility.
It has been found that, in order to obtain a short cycle of high quality treatment,
a large amount of tackle must be used on a small amount of high density stock. In
order to circulate high density stock in a small tub a very considerable pitch is necessary in the channels. It is difficult, if not impossible, to run reproducible cycles on
high density stock unless there is adequate control of the level of stock approaching
the roll.
These considerations have determined the design of the Noble & Wood CYCLE
BEATER. Following are the general features:
A 15” dia. x 13” face roll with 5/16” Stainless fly bars weighing 400# with its attached
yoke. The roll is held by ball bearings in a substantial yoke which is pivoted at a
point level with the roll axis. All the weight of the roll and yoke bears on the plate
except that which is counterbalanced by a simple pair of knife edged beams. The
leverage system is arranged so the roll may easily be balanced at any time and the
weight beam is calibrated in pounds load between roll and plate. A dashpot is provided which prevents bunting or pounding. The roll is free to “jump” if mistreated
without upsetting the balance system.
A dial calibrated in thousandths of an inch indicates at all times the clearance between roll and plate. The roll runs at 490 RPM giving a peripheral speed of 1,920 ft.
per minute (Commercial Speed). The supporting point for the roll yoke is located
so as to balance the weight of the roll, shaft, yoke, and pulley at the proper point.
The drive is furnished with the Beater and is of the V-ball type with the driving belt
pulling horizontal to roll axis. This reduces the effect of the power pull upon the
roll-plate relationship to a negligible factor.
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The propeller with a variable speed drive is provided to lift the stock from the return
channel to the proper level approaching the roll. The speed may be varied at will
while running so the level at the roll may be kept constant at a predetermined point
regardless of consistency.
The recommended batch size for pulp testing purposes is 8# bone dry fibre at 4.7%.
The tub is calibrated in pounds of water to facilitate loading (Figure 1, page 8). The
Beater will handle properly up to 10# fibre at 5%, and, for mixing purposes, as little
as 2# at 2.5% or 1# at 1%.
Any type or quality of treatment desired may be obtained in this Beater by manipulation of the consistency and the roll load. A 10# furnish at 5% with 100# roll load
will give a quality of treatment comparable to that of a good commercial Beater
carefully operated to make strong papers. Under these conditions approximately
40 minutes is required on a Swedish Kraft pulp to bring the stock well down below
commercial papermaking freenesses.
Some attention has been paid in the past to the location of the “peak” in the Mullen
curve, with reference to the time of beating, as an indicator of the power that will
be required commercially by that pulp. It is noticeable in testing pulps with this
Beater the Mullen curve rarely has a distinct “peak” with high quality treatment.
Incidentally, chemical pulps in a good commercial Beater will not show a “peak”
in the Mullen curve, no matter how long the paper is beaten within papermaking
limits of freeness.
Time alone, or revolutions of the roll, are not sufficient to indicate the relative power
consuming properties of different pulps. Different pulps require different amounts
of power even with the tackle, the roll speed, the batch size, the consistency and
the roll load kept constant. It is entirely possible that further study will show a
definite relationship between the power required or the bar clearance for a given
load under definite conditions, and the paper making or strength factors of a pulp.
The proper instrument for measuring the proportional power requirement of different pulp is an integrating wattmeter on the driving motor which can be read
periodically when samples are taken. The relationship between the time and the
power required to develop a given sheet strength, furnishes a reliable means for
determining the rate at which power may be expended in commercial Beaters and
Jordans without injury to the stock.
The CYCLE BEATER normally requires about 5 HP on the regular pulp testing
furnish but can consume more with heavy roll adjustments. The 5 HP motor is recommended as it is adequate for any practical treatment of paper pulp.
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SPECIFICATIONS OF NOBLE AND WOOD CYCLE BEATER
WEIGHT - Approximately 1600# complete with drive but without motor.
CAPACITY - Possible batch sizes range from 2# to 10#, depending upon the consistency. The following table gives the maximum consistency for adequate and uniform
circulation for different batch sizes (bone dry) for untreated sulphite or kraft fibre.
POUNDS OF BONE DRY FIBRE
PERCENT CONSISTENCY, BONE DRY
			2					2.5
			3					3.3
			4					3.8
			5					4.1
			6					4.4
			7					4.6
			8					4.7
			9					4.9
			10					5.0
The batch size recommended for pulp testing work is 8# at 4.7% or 4# at 3.8%.
ROLL SUSPENSION - The roll is held in a substantial yoke of welded steel construction, which is pivoted on free turning, snug bronze journals. The weight of the
roll and its assembled parts bearing upon the bed plate is approximately 400#. The
front end of the roll yoke is supported by a combination of levers with hardened
knife-edged journals, which are properly counter-balanced and fitted with a dash
pot so that the roll may be accurately adjusted either with reference to the clearance
between roll and bedplate bars or with reference to the effective weight of the roll on
the bed plate. Adequate provision is made for possible “jumping” of the roll without
damage to or misadjustment of the balancing equipment. The balance beam, provided with a latch, is used as a quick-lift lever without disarranging the previously
adjusted micrometer setting of the roll.
ROLL MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT - The roll may be adjusted to a definite clearance between bars of roll and plate by locking the balance beam in the horizontal
position with the pin provided. The hand wheel on the vertical shaft has a threaded
connection to the supporting leverage system. A dial is calibrated in 0.001” vertical
movement between roll and plate (Figure 2, page 9). The zero position of this roll
adjustment is obtained with the balance being locked by turning the hand wheel
until the roll bars touch the bedplate bars with the Beater empty. The dial is then set
to zero and fastened to the vertical shaft with the thumb screw. The roll may then be
adjusted to any clearance from the plate by direct reading on the dial.
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ROLL WEIGHT ADJUSTMENT - The main balance weight on the balance beam
is exactly 10#; the counter-balance weight is adjusted with the roll running and the
beater empty so that the roll is exactly balanced with the main weight on the zero
point of the balance beam. The balance beam is then lowered to the “quick lift position” for furnishing the batch. When furnishing is completed any desired load up
to 350# may be placed on the stock between roll and bedplate by moving the main
weight on the balance beam and adjusting the hand wheel so that the beam is horizontal. If the dial on the vertical shaft has been previously set to the zero position of
the roll, the clearance between roll and bedplate will be indicated on the dial.
PROPELLER - The beater has been developed to circulate a small quantity of stock
at high density and a Propeller is used on a vertical axis to lift the stock to the proper level in front of the roll in order to compensate for the extreme pitch necessary
in the back channel. This propeller has been developed so that it will not plug with
unbroken pieces of stock and will not air-bind. The Propeller assists in breaking the
batch and in mixing it thoroughly at every revolution to prevent channeling in the
tub. The furnish, if in the form of pulp sheets, may be torn to pieces about 3” square
and furnished either above the propeller or below it.
STOCK FLOW ADJUSTMENT - The upper end of the Propeller shaft is driven by
a variable speed drive, which is adjustable while the Propeller is running. By this
means the speed of the Propeller is adjusted to maintain throughout the cycle the
level of the stock approaching the Beater roll at the desired point.
TACKLE INSPECTION - Roll and bed plate of this Beater may be critically examined to observe or correct their condition in a few minutes without loss of the
relative adjustment between them. The curb, which is fastened to the tub, may be
quickly removed and after removal of the Propeller driving belt the yoke carrying
the roll is pushed upwards on its pivots until it leans backwards from a vertical position where a stop is provided for holding it. In this position the roll may be rotated
by hand and carefully examined. Also, the bedplate is completely exposed for the
same purpose. When the roll is lowered again it goes exactly to its former position
without fear of misalignment. It is not necessary to move this motor or main drive
or use any tools other than a wrench to make this inspection.
DRIVE - The roll is driven at 490 RPM by a standard over-capacity V-belt drive
furnished with the Beater. The driven sheave is of such a diameter and the driving
sheave so arranged that the effect of the drive, as to its influence on the pressure of
the roll and plate, is negligible.
WATER GAUGE - The inside of the Beater tub is fitted with a gauge calibrated in
pounds of water so that the exact amount of water desired may be provided before
the batch is furnished and thusly the proper consistency obtained.
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ROLL - The roll is 15” O.D. x 13” face and rotates at 490 RPM. It carries 36 fly bars
of 5/16” stainless steel. The woods are oak and are locked in with stainless steel
screws so that no damage may result from the beater standing idle and dry. An
extra set of sealing woods are used under the bars to prevent stock from entering
into the center of the roll. The roll heads are cast iron fitted with banger irons
and carefully balanced. The bars are fastened to the roll heads by the conventional
banded construction.
BED PLATE - The bed plate is a stoutly riveted unit consisting of sixteen 5/32” stainless steel bars with fifteen 3/32” Oak Woods. It is of a single angle or herringbone
construction and is mounted in a plate box holder which is fastened to the underside of the Tub. This allows for easy change, or for alternate tackle to be used.
TUB - Cast iron construction with properly rounded fillets and curves at all points
to prevent stagnation of stock and promote free circulation.
MAIN BEARINGS - Norma-Hoffman, self-aligning Ball Bearings.
STOCK SEALS - The tub, the curbsides and the shaft are fitted with special packing
frames which adequately prevent leakage or throwing of the stock at the shaft level.
CURB - The curb is one piece, cast iron, solid construction, and carries substantial
packings for sealing against stock leakage.
PROPELLER ASSEMBLY - The Propeller shaft is #316 Stainless Steel carried on
specially sealed ball bearings, which do not require lubrication for several years. The
variable speed drive is controlled by a handwheel in convenient position. The entire
Propeller unit, including the shaft, Propeller and Variable Speed Drive may be removed by loosening of a single nut and readily replaced to its exact former position.
PROPELLER DRIVE - The Propeller is driven by a Velos belt from the Beater Roll
Shaft. This belt is carried over ball bearing idler pulleys which are carried on a
self-adjusting support.
DROP VALVE - The drop valve is a ball type with a 2” passage for dropping the
batch or sampling.
SPATTER CURTAIN - A spatter curtain is provided in front of the roll, and although ordinarily not necessary, it effectually prevents splashing of water and stock,
so that it is unnecessary to take special precautions regarding splash in the installation of this Beater.
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Figure 1:
The tub is calibrated in pounds of
water to facilitate loading.
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Figure 2:
The hand wheel on the vertical shaft has a threaded connection to the supporting leverage system. A dial is calibrated in 0.001” vertical movement between roll and plate.
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Original assembly diagrams
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Original installation plans

Above, following page: original Noble and Wood print advertisements
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History of the Noble and Wood Machine Company. Source:
http://www.hoosickhistory.com/pdf/noble_wood.pdf
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Original photocopied pages from Timothy Barrett:
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